
Mid-term Test (Units 1-10)

A. Circle T  for true or F  for false.

 1. The train is the safest way to travel. T F

 2. Some people use cards to memorize information for tests. T F

 3. A word web is a highly effective way to learn. T F

 4. Cookbooks are full of cartoons. T F

 5. You can make popcorn in a microwave. T F

B. Match the words that are the same. One word is extra.

C. Answer the questions with your own words.

 6. grocery store • • a. visitor

 7. treat • • b. instructions

 8. guest • • c. snack

 9. chat • • d. supermarket

 10. directions • • e. borrow

    • f. talk

 11. What can you find in a carton in a grocery store?

  _____________________________________________________________

 12. What was a food your friend made for you?

  _____________________________________________________________
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Mid-term Test (Units 1-10)

 Martha does not enjoy school. She has no friends, and she always 

gets the worst grades in her class. One day, Charles steps onto the bus 

and sits next to her. Charles chats with Martha. He asks her why she is 

so sad. She explains why she does not like school. Charles offers to help 

her study.

 Every day after school, Martha and Charles study together. Charles 

gives her directions. He lets her borrow his notes. He shows her how to 

use cards and webs to memorize information. 

 Charles’s tips are highly effective. Now Martha loves school. She 

gets good grades, and she has a good friend!

 13. What is the reading about?

  a. A boy who has no friends b. A girl who wants to be a teacher
  c. A boy who gets bad grades d. A girl who makes a friend

 14. How does Charles help Martha?

  a. He shows her how to study. b. He gives the answers to the tests to her.
  c. He gives his seat on the bus to her. d.  He plays with her on the playground.

 15. What does her refer to in the reading?

  a. The bus driver b. Charles’s sister
  c. Martha d. Martha’s teacher

 16. What does tips mean in the reading?

  a. The pointed ends of objects b. Information used to warn people
  c. Helpful hints d. Money given to a waiter or waitress

 17. Which was NOT something Martha had at the end of the reading?

  a. A new friend   b. Good grades
  c. New ways to study d. A new school
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D. Read and answer.



Mid-term Test (Units 1-10)

 18. What is the reading about?

  a. A real wolf b. A dead squirrel
  c. A funny cartoon d. A sad boy

 19. What starts the events in the squirrel’s house?

  a. The wolf hit the squirrel with a lid. b. The squirrel poured hot butter on popcorn.
  c. The squirrel burned the wolf’s hand. d.  The wolf tripped over a string.

 20. What does it refer to in the reading?

  a. A stove b. A cartoon
  c. A wolf d. A squirrel

 21. What does like mean in the reading?

  a. As if b. To enjoy
  c. Having similar qualities d. To want something

 22. Which was NOT something that happened to the wolf?

  a. He was covered in hot butter.   b. He hurt his head.
  c. He got hit in the face with a bat. d. He burned his hand.
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 Dave is watching his favorite cartoon with his little sister, Carmen.  

It is about a wolf who wants to catch a squirrel. However, the squirrel  

is already prepared. 

 The wolf enters the house and trips over a string. A bucket of 

hot butter spills on the floor and covers the wolf. He slips and hits his 

head on the stove. The wolf grabs the stove, but he burns his hand. He 

screams and tries to run away. The squirrel hits him in the face with a 

lid.

 Dave laughs, but Carmen looks like she is going to cry. 

 “Don’t worry, Carmen. The wolf is fine. It is just a cartoon.”


